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(57) ABSTRACT

An outboard motor has various electrical components

mounted on a front side of the crankcase chamber. The

crankcase chamber is connected by an electrical line to a

negative terminal of a battery in an associated watercraft in

order to ground the crankcase chamber. Thus, the electrical

components are easily grounded by being connected to the

crankcase chamber. An intake silencer of the engine induc-

tion system is positioned adjacent the crankcase chamber

and at least one of the electrical components is disposed

between the silencer and the crankcase member. An oil filter

mount is also disposed on the front side of the crankcase

chamber. The mount is adapted so that the oil filter can be

installed thereon and is tilted along an inclined axis.

39 Claims, 13 Drawing Sheets
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Figure 2
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Figure 3
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Figure 4
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Figure 5
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Figure 6
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Figure 8
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Figure 9
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Figure 10
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Figure 13
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ENGINE COMPONENT ARRANGEMENT the watercraft and comprises an internal combustion engine

FOR OUTBOARD MOTOR anci ^ induction system for providing air to a combustion

chamber of the engine. The engine has a substantially

PRIORITY INFORMATION vertical crankshaft at least partially enclosed within a crank-

5 case. At least a portion of the induction system is positioned

This application is based on and claims priority to Japa- forwardly of a front side of the crankcase. An electrical

nese Patent Application No. Hei 11-283238, filed Oct. 4, grounding line extends from the battery to the front side of

1999, the entire contents of which is hereby expressly the crankcase. At least one electrical component is posi-

incorporated by reference. tioned between the crankcase and the intake silencer.

10
In accordance with yet another aspect, the present inven-

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION tion includes an outboard motor comprising an internal

. combustion engine and an induction system enclosed within
1. Field of the Invention

a cowling<^ en^Q^ an engine body which defines at

The present invention principally relates to engines for least one combustion chamber and a crankcase. The crank-

powering an outboard motor. More particularly, the present case at least partially encloses a substantially vertically-

invention relates to an arrangement of certain components 15 oriented crankshaft therein. The engine body has a front end

for such engines associated with outboard motors. substantially opposite the at least one combustion chamber.

2. Description of the Related Art At least a portion of the induction system is disposed

rt , r - ™ forwardly of the front end of the engine body. At least one
Outboard motors are often used to power watercraft. The

electricaf component is disposed between the front end of
motors are attached to the transom of the watercraft and

2Q ^ engine body and ^ portion of the induction system
include an engine disposed within a power head of the' disposcd forwardly of the engine body,
motor. The engine drives a propulsion unit and is thus able

Fimher aspectS) features and advantages of this invention
to push the watercraft through water. wiU become apparent from the detailed description of the

The powerhead of the outboard motor comprises the preferred embodiment which follows,

engine enclosed within a cowling. The power head usually 25 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
extends above a transom of the watercraft. As such, the

power head can be a significant source of wind drag for the
j
These and other features of this invenUon will now be

watercraft. Also, a large power head may obstruct the described with reference to the drawings of the preferred

watercraft operator's field of vision.
embodiment, which embodiment is intended to illustrate,

* but not to limit, the present invention.
Various structural designs are used to decrease the size of 30 piQ 1 is a side elevational view of an outboard motor

the power head. For example, a V-type cylinder arrangement
configured in accordance with certain features, aspects, and

allows the engine height to be decreased. However, V-type advantages of the present invention, with a portion of main
engines tend to be relatively wide because of the inclined cowling removed,
cylinder banks. Additionally, electrical components such as

pjG 2 is a top plan view of the outboard motor of FIG.
an engine control unit (ECU), a relay box and a fuse box, 35

j the maio co^ng removed.
have traditionally been mounted on the side of the engine. FIG 3 is a top p ian view of a portion of the

Additionally, in 4-stroke, V-type engines, the intake pipes, as outboard motor of FIG. 1.

well as the oil filter, are generally situated on the sides of the piG. 4 is another sectioned top plan view of a portion of

engine. With all these components situated on the sides of lne outboard motor of FIG. 1.

the engines, 4-stroke, V-type engines tend to be quite wide. 40 pjG 5 ^ a partially sectioned front view of the engine of

_ _ _ ,.^^v™~vr the motor of FIG. 1 with a crankcase body member removed.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

plG f fe & side view of a^ of^^
Accordingly, there is a need in the art for an arrangement generally taken along a vertical plane extending through

of engine components of an outboard motor that will
45

cylinder bores on one cylinder bank,

decrease the width of the motor and provide satisfactory FIG. 7 is an exploded view of the engine including the

mounting positions for the components. crankcase member, the crankcase cover member, the crank-

In accordance with one aspect, the present inventions shaft and a major portion of the air induction system with the

includes an outboard motor having a four-stroke engine and electrical components omitted.

an induction system. The engine has a first bank of cylinders 50 FIG. 8 is a cutaway side view of a mounting apparatus for

and a second bank of cylinders arranged generally in a "V" the induction system of FIG. 7.

formation. Each cylinder bank defines a plurality of cylinder FIG. 9 is a side view showing the placement of various

bores, which communicate with a crankcase. A piston is engine components relative to the induction system,

reciprocatably disposed in each cylinder bore and drives a FIG. 10 shows an inner surface of a crankcase cover of the

substantially vertically-oriented crankshaft disposed in the 55 engine of the outboard motor of FIG. 1.

crankcase. Each cylinder bank has a cylinder head attached piG y shows a perspective exploded view of the engine

thereto, which cylinder head has at least one intake port 0f the outboard motor of FIG. 1.

formed therethrough and opening into an associated cylinder pIG ^ ^ an elevational front view of the engine of the

bore. Aforward side of the crankcase is defined opposite the outboard motor of FIG. 1 showing the placement of certain

cylinder head. The induction system comprises an intake 60 comp0nents.

silencer and a plurality of runners extending from the intake
piG 13 showg aR oU hvcl gauge of the out.

silencer to each of the intake ports. The intake silencer is
board motor of FIG. 1.

positioned forwardly of the crankcase. An electrical com-

ponent is mounted on a front surface of the crankcase. DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED

In accordance with another aspect of the present 65
EMBODIMENT

invention, a watercraft comprises an outboard motor and a With reference initially to FIG. 1, an outboard motor 20

battery. The outboard motor is mounted onto a transom of is illustrated therein. The illustrated outboard motor advan-
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tageously incorporates a four-stroke V-iype engine having preferably, the engine 26 is arranged in a V-6 configuration,

an oil filter and certain electrical components arranged and meaning that the engine 26 has six cylinders 54 arranged in

configured in accordance with certain features, aspects, and two distinct inclined cylinder banks of three cylinders 54,

advantages of the present invention. The configuration which two banks 56, 58, together form at least a portion of
results in a more compact motor construction. Although the 5 a cylinder block 60. In some arrangements, the engine 26
component arrangement is described below in connection can navc a greater or lesser number of cylinders 54, such as
with the illustrated outboard motor, it should be understood two? four; eignl or morei Additionally, certain aspects of the
that certain features, aspects, and advantages of the present

t invcnlion can also be uscd^ cngincs having othcr
invention can also be used in other applications such as for

Hnder arrangements such as , for example, but without
example but without limitauon two-stroke engines and a

limitati an in.Unc arrangemeDt, and also with engines
variety of other land-based vehicle and engine applications.

aftef^ combustion rinci L ^ as^
The illustrated outboard motor 20 generally composes a ^ and prillciples .

power head 22 and a dnveshaft housing 24. The power head
, r , . .

22 preferably contains an internal combustion engine 26 that In the illustrated arrangement, a set of cylinder head

is used to power a watercraft 28 to which the outboard motor assemblies 62 are connected to the two cylinder banks 56,

20 is mounted. As will be described, the engine preferably
15 58. A combustion chamber 64 is defined in each cylinder 54

is mounted such that an output shaft 30 of the engine (i.e., between a piston 66 and a lower surface of the cylinder head

a crankshaft) extends in a generally vertical direction when assembly 62.

the motor is placed in an position. The pistons 66 are movably positioned in each cylinder 54

The power head 22 includes a protective cowling 32, and are adapted for reciprocating movement therein. Each of

which surrounds the engine 26 and generally comprises a
20

the pistons 66 is connected to a first end 68 of a correspond-

lower tray portion 34 and a removable main cover portion ing connecting rod 70. A second end 72 of the connecting

36 . The lower tray portion 34 and the main cover portion 36 rod 70 is rotatably connected to a throw of the crankshaft 30.

preferably are connected to one another such that the main Thus, reciprocal movement of the pistons 60 is transposed

cover portion 36 can be pivoted or otherwise removed to into rotational movement of the crankshaft 30.

allow access to the engine 26 contained within the cowling 25
The crankshaft 30 preferably is joumaled for rotation with

32. More preferably, the two components 34, 36 are sealed reSpect to the cylinder block 60. A crankcase body 76

together to substantially protect the engine 26 from excess engages an end of the cylinder block 60 generally opposite

water contact. the cylinder heads 62 and, together with the cylinder block

The illustrated lower tray portion 34 contains an exhaust 60, defines a crankcase chamber 78 enclosing the crankshaft

guide plate 38. In the illustrated arrangement, the engine 26 30. The structure of the crankcase body 76 and chamber 78

is mounted to the exhaust guide plate 38 and thereby is will be described in more detail below,

mounted to the balance of the motor 20. With continued reference to FIGS. 1-4, an induction and

The driveshaft housing 24 depends from the exhaust fuel delivery system is provided for delivering a fuel/air

guide 38 and terminates in a lower unit 40. A driveshaft 42
35

charge to each combustion chamber 64 for combustion

is coupled to the crankshaft 30 and extends through the therein. Generally, air is drawn by the induction system (i.e.,

housing 24 to a transmission 44 that is positioned within the as DV suction caused by operation of the engine) through a

lower unit 40. The driveshaft 42 transmits rotational move- Vent (not shown) formed in the cowling 32. Preferably, the

ment of the crankshaft 30 to the transmission 44. Vent (not shown) is formed in an upper and rearwardly

The transmission 44 desirably is a forward/neutral/reverse
4Q facing portion of the main cover portion 36 to reduce the

type transmission so as to drive the watercraft 28 in any of induction of water or mist from the body of water in which

these operational states. The transmission 44 selectively the watercraft 28 is being operated,

establishes a driving condition of a propulsion device 46. In prom within the cowling 32, air is drawn into the induc-

the illustrated embodiment, the propulsion device is a pro-
tion system through an intake air silencer 80, positioned in

peller. Of course, any suitable propulsion device can be
45 a forward portion of the illustrated cowling 32. The air

used. For example, but without limitation, the propulsion drawn from within the cowling 32 enters the illustrated

device could be a jet pump unit. intake silencer 80 through air inlets 82 formed near the top

An exhaust passage 48 extends from the engine 26 of the silencer 80. The silencer 80 preferably comprises two

through the exhaust guide 38 and into the driveshaft housing intake air chambers 84 that are formed generally separately

24. An exhaust system having a structure generally known 50 from each other, but communicate with each other through

in the art is provided to evacuate exhaust gases and com- a balance pipe 88, as shown in FIG. 4. Thus, while the intake

bustion products from the outboard motor to the environ- air chambers 84 are generally separate from each other, air

ment. can flow between the chambers 84 through the balance pipe

The outboard motor 20 is attached to a transom 50 of the 88.

watercraft 28 using a mount bracket 52 as is generally 55 with reference also to FIG. 9, a plurality of intake pipes

known to those of ordinary skill in the art. The mount 90 extend from each silencer chamber 84 and direct air from

bracket 52 allows the outboard motor 20 to swivel about a the silencer 80 to the combustion chambers 64 of the engine

turning axis and allows the motor to be pivoted upwardly so 26. In the illustrated arrangement, one intake pipe 90 is

that the lower unit is removable from the water. provided for each cylinder 54 so that only one intake pipe 90

As used through this description, the terms "fore," 60 communicates with any one combustion chamber 64. The
"front," "forward" and" forwardly" mean at or to the side of illustrated intake pipes 90 wrap around a portion of the

where the mount bracket 52 is located, and the terms "aft," cylinder block 60 and feature a configuration substantially

"rear/' "reverse" and "rearwardly" mean at or to the opposite corresponding to a shape of the inside of the main cowling

side of the front side, unless indicated otherwise or other- 36. The intake pipes 90 and the intake silencer chambers 84

wise readily apparent from the context of use. 65 can be made of resin or of aluminum by a die-casting

With reference also to FIGS. 2-4, the illustrated engine 26 method. These components 84, 90 also can be integrally

is preferably a six-cylinder, four-stroke engine. More formed (i.e., formed as a unitary piece). Forming the intake

10/29/2003, EAST Version: 1.4.1
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silencer 80 as two separate chambers 84 simplifies assem-

bling and/or maintenance work because the related compo-

nents need only relatively rough accuracy in configuration

and mount positions.

A throttle body 92 is interposed between the intake

chamber 84 and each combustion chamber 64. Preferably,

the throttle bodies 92 are positioned proximate the cylinder

head 62 as illustrated in FIG. 2. As illustrated, a throttle

valve 94 can regulate flow through the throttle body 92 by

rotating inside the throttle body 92 about a throttle shaft 96.

Thus, the rotation of the throttle valve 94 acts to regulate a

flow of air through the throttle body 92. A link mechanism

98 (FIG, 9) controls rotation of the throttle valves 94 in

response to inputs from a throttle control.

The throttle bodies 92 of each cylinder bank 56, 58

communicate with an intake manifold 100 associated with

that cylinder bank 56, 58 of the engine 26. More specifically,

each throttle body 92 communicates with an intake runner

102 of the intake manifold 100. The intake runner 102 leads

to intake passages 104 formed in the cylinder head 62, which

intake passages 104 lead to the combustion chambers 64

through corresponding intake ports 106.

In the illustrated engine 26, two intake ports 106 (see FIG.

1) are associated with each combustion chamber 64. With

particular reference to FIGS. 3 and 4, an intake valve 110 is

supported by the cylinder head assembly 62 and is adapted

to regulate the flow through each intake passage 104 and

corresponding intake port 106. An intake valve camshaft 112

is journaled within the cylinder head assembly 62 and

actuates the intake valve 110 in a reciprocating manner, as

is known in the art.

A fuel injector 114 communicates with the illustrated

induction system downstream of the throttle valve 94 and

upstream of the intake ports 106 to supply fuel to the air

being drawn through the induction system. The fuel injectors

114 spray fuel into the intake passages 104 and are con-

trolled by an ECU (Electronic Control Unit) 120 (FIGS. 3

and 12). As is well known in the art, the ECU 120 is

configured to control the amount of fuel injected into the

intake passage 104 and a timing of such fuel injection.

Fuel is delivered to the fuel injectors 114 from a fuel tank

(not shown) by any suitable fuel pumping arrangement. The

chosen pumping arrangement in the illustrated configuration

includes a vapor separator 122 that separates air from the

fuel prior to introduction to the fuel injector 114. Of course,

the fuel injectors 114 can be positioned to inject fuel directly

into the combustion chamber 64 (i.e., direct injection) rather

than indirectly through the induction system (i.e., indirect

injection) and can be positioned in other locations along the

induction system. Moreover, certain features, aspects and

advantages of the present invention can be used with car-

bureted engines as well.

Having introduced an air/fuel charge into the combustion

chamber 64, a suitable ignition system ignites the charge

within each combustion chamber 64. Such ignition systems

are well known in the art and may include a spark plug 124

extending into the combustion chamber 64.

Following combustion, the exhaust gases must be dis-

charged from the combustion chambers 64 to a point exter-

nal of the outboard motor 20. The cylinder heads 62 pref-

erably include exhaust ports 126 that allow exhaust gases to

exit the combustion chamber 64 into corresponding exhaust

passages 128. In the illustrated engine 26, two exhaust ports

126 are associated with each combustion chamber 64. An
exhaust valve 130 is supported by the cylinder head assem-

bly 62 and regulates flow through each exhaust passage 128

0,847 Bl
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and exhaust port 126. An exhaust valve camshaft 132 is

journaled within the cylinder head 62 and is adapted to

actuate the exhaust valve 130 in a reciprocating manner
similar to that of the intake valve 110 and intake valve

s camshaft 112.

The exhaust passages 128 form runners 134 of an exhaust

manifold 136. Each cylinder bank 56, 58 preferably has a

dedicated exhaust manifold 136. The exhaust manifold 136

directs exhaust downwardly into the lower exhaust passage

10
48 (see FIG. 1) and out of the motor 20 through the exhaust

system.

With reference to FIGS. 1 and 2, a flywheel 140 is

positioned above the illustrated cylinder block 60 and is

adapted to rotate with the crankshaft 30. A starter motor 142

preferably is positioned adjacent the crankcase 78. The
15

starter motor 142 drives a gear that selectively engages the

flywheel 140 to start the engine 26, as is well known in the

art. It is to be understood that although the flywheel 140 is

disposed at the top of the illustrated engine 26, other

arrangements are also possible. For example, the flywheel
20 140 can be positioned at the bottom of the engine 26.

With reference to FIGS. 1, 2 and 5, a drive pulley 144 is

disposed on the crankshaft 30 below the flywheel 140.

Driven pulleys 146 are disposed atop the exhaust camshafts

132 of the first and second cylinder banks 56, 58. The drive
25

pulley 144 drives the driven pulleys 146 through a belt 148.

An idler pulley 149 maintains appropriate tension on the belt

148. In order to drive the camshafts at one-half of the

crankshaft speed, the driven pulleys 146 are generally twice

3Q
the diameter of the drive pulley 144.

In the illustrated embodiment, the drive pulley 144 drives

the exhaust cam shafts 132. The exhaust camshafts 132, in

turn, drive the corresponding intake camshafts 112. A cam-

shaft drive pulley 145 rotatably connected to the exhaust

3S
camshaft 132 drives a camshaft driven pulley 147 disposed

on the intake camshaft 110 through a drive chain 151 (FIG.

3). In additional embodiments, either of the intake and

exhaust camshafts of each camshaft pair can be driven

directly by the drive pulley, and the driven camshaft can, in

40
turn, drive the other camshaft of the pair through another

belt/pulley system.

With next reference to FIGS. 1, 5 and 6, an oil pump 150

is provided at a bottom portion of the engine block 60 and

crankcase body 76 for distributing lubricating oil to various

45 engine parts. The oil pump 150 is positioned adjacent the

output shaft 30 and is driven thereby. In the illustrated

arrangement, the pump 150 unit is a rotary or trochoid pump.

This type of pump, however, is merely exemplary of a type

that can be used for the lubrication system. Other types of

50
pumps such as, for example, a gear pump, can also be used.

An oil pan 152 depends into the driveshaft housing 24 and

supplies oil to the oil pump 150. A suction pipe 154 depends

into the oil pan 152 and communicates with an oil supply

passage 158 formed in the crankcase body 76. A strainer 156

55 is positioned within the suction pipe 154.

The oil supply passage 158 communicates oil through an

intake port 160 and into the oil pump 150. The oil pump 150

pressurizes the oil and pumps it out of an outlet port 162 into

a discharge passage 164, which communicates the oil to an

60 oil filter 170 (FIG. 6). From the oil filter 170, lubricant is

delivered to a delivery passage 172 from which it is deliv-

ered to various portions of the engine 26. Most notably, the

delivery passage 172 communicates oil to a main gallery

174 (FIGS. 2 and 3), which communicates oil to engine

65 components in the crankcase chamber 78 and elsewhere.

With next reference to FIGS. 6 and 7, a crankcase cover

member 180 is attached to the crankcase body 76 and

10/29/2003, EAST Version: 1.4.1
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encloses the crankcase chamber 78. The oil filter 150 is of the baffle plate 210 and an inner surface 224 of the

mounted on a filter mount 182 disposed on the crankcase crankcase cover 180. The liquid lubricant flows downwardly

cover member 180. The discharge passages 164 extend to the oil pan 152 along the surfaces of the baffle plate 210

through the crankcase cover 180 and into the filter mounting and the crankcase cover 180.

portion 182. The filter mount 182 is disposed so that an axis 5 The lubricant mist in the primary chamber 212 also

of the oil filter 170 is disposed in a generally upwardly- includes blow-by gases. The blow-by gases comprise
inclined disposition when the oil filter 170 is installed. A unburn! charges and a small amount of exhaust gases that

receiver 184 projects below the filter mount 182 to help have moved from the combustion chambers 64. Although
guide the filter 170 during installation. Also, as can be seen the combustion chambers 64 are isolated by piston rings,

in FIG. 9, the oil filter 170 is positioned below the intake 10 those gases can leak to the crankcase chamber 78 because of
silencer 80 and can be installed and removed without the huge expansion pressure generated in the combustion
interfering with the silencer 80. Thus, changing the oil filter chambers 64. In order to remove the blow-by gases and oil

170 is relatively easy. vapors that remain in the secondary chamber 220, a venti-

With specific reference to FIG. 7, each intake chamber 84 lation system is provided in the engine 26 of this arrange-

of the intake silencer 80 is preferably attached to its asso- 15 ment.

ciated intake pipes 90, which deliver air from the intake As shown in FIG. 10, the interior side 224 of the crank-

chamber 84 to the associated throttle bodies 92. The throttle case cover member 180 includes a breather chamber 230 for

bodies 92 are connected to a downstream end of each intake separating the entrained oil from the circulating air. A
pipe 90. A rubber sealing member 186 is disposed between dividing plate 232 (see FIG. 3) generally separates the

each intake pipe 90 and the corresponding throttle body 92. 20 breather chamber 230 from the secondary crankcase cham-

Each chamber 84 of the intake silencer 80 is removably ber 220. An inlet 234 is formed at a bottom portion of the

attached to the crankcase cover 180. With reference also to breather chamber 230, and air from the secondary crankcase

FIG. 8, a plurality of mounts 188 extend from each chamber chamber 220 is drawn therethrough. A plurality of baffles

84. Each mount 188 has a mount hole 190 through which a 236 and walls 238 provide a labyrinthine path through the

gromrnet 192 is fit. A tapered head 194 of a mounting rod
25 breather chamber 230 to an outlet 240. The baffles 236 and

196 extends through the grommet 192, thus removably walls 238 force the flowing air to change directions many

connecting the rod 196 to the mount 188. A threaded end 198 times, thus helping to separate the entrained lubricant from

of the rod 196 is adapted to threadably engage a correspond- the flow of air. Thus, most, if not all, of the oil is removed

ing mount boss 199 on the crankcase cover 180. from the air by the time the air reaches the outlet 240. The

Each intake chamber 84 has a recessed portion 200
30 removed oil flows downwardly out of the breather member

formed in an outer shell 202 of the chamber 84. Aconnection 230 mt0 the crankcase chamber 78.

port 202 is formed within each recessed portion 200. The With reference next to FIGS. 4 and 7, the outlet 240

balance pipe 88 is adapted to fit onto the connection port 202 extends through the crankcase cover member 180. A
of each chamber 84. In this manner, the balance pipe 88

35
breather pipe 242 extends between the outlet 240 and a

communicates between the chambers 84, yet remains essen- breather connector 244 formed in a chamber 84 of the intake

tially flush with the outer surface of the chambers 84, as silencer 80. Thus, air and blow-by gases from the crankcase

shown in FIG. 4. 78 are ventilated into the intake silencer 80 and recirculated

With reference to FIGS. 3, 4, 10 and 11, the crankcase and through the combustion chamber 64.

the crankcase chamber 78 will now be described in greater 4Q
With reference again to FIGS. 3 and 11, an oil replenish-

detail. The crankshaft 30 is joumaled between the cylinder ment pipe 246 is preferably attached at the side of the

block 60 and the crankcase body 76. Bearing blocks 208 crankcase cover member 180. The oil replenishment pipe

rotatably support the crankshaft 30 within the crankcase 246 provides a means for adding lubricating oil to the

chamber 78. Abaffle plate 210 having a multitude of slit-like lubrication system.Acap 248 is provided to selectively close

openings 212 is disposed between the crankcase body 76 45
the oil replenishment pipe 246. Additionally, a main gallery

and the crankcase cover member 180. A gasket 214 between cap 249 is provided to close the main lubricant gallery 174.

the cover 180 and body 76 provides a sealing connection With next reference to FIGS. 9 and 12, a plurality of

therebetween. electrical components are disposed on or adjacent the exte-

The baffle plate 210 divides the crankcase chamber 78 rior surface of the crankcase cover 180. For example, the

into a primary chamber 218 and a secondary chamber 220 50 starter motor 142; a fuse box 250, which contains various

(FIG. 3). Both chambers 218, 220 communicate with each fuses; a relay box 252, which contains various electrical

other through the slits or through-holes 212 (FIG. 11) relay elements; and an electronic control unit 120 (ECU) are

through the baffle plate 210. The primary chamber 218 has disposed on the crankcase cover 180. A rectifier regulator

a larger capacity than the secondary chamber 220 and the 254, which converts AC current to DC current, is also

crankshaft 30 is disposed in the primary chamber 218. As 55 disposed on the crankcase cover 180 adjacent the electronic

seen in FIG. 3, the baffle plate 210 bulges towards the control unit 120.

secondary chamber 220. Power is supplied to these electrical components from a

After lubricating the respective engine components, lubri- battery 260 disposed within the watercraft 28. Electrical

cant oil drops through the crankcase chamber 78 and is cords 262 extend from the battery 260 to the electronic

returned to the oil pan 152 through a return passage. A 60 components mounted to the crankcase cover 180.

portion of the lubricant hangs in the primary chamber 218 as Specifically, a negative terminal of the battery is connected

a mist or vapor of lubricant entrained in air. The lubricant directly to the crankcase cover 180 to provide a ground for

mist can move to the secondary chamber 220 through the the electrical components.

slits 212 in the plate 210. Once it has moved to the secondary A hydraulic pressure alarm switch 264 is disposed adja-

chamber 220, the rotational movement of the crankshaft 30 65 cent the oil filter mount 182. The hydraulic pressure alarm

no longer influences the mist. Thus, much of the mist switch 264 outputs an alarm 164 signal to the ECU 120 if the

condenses back to a liquid state by adhering to the surface oil pressure inside a lubrication passage, such as the dis-
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charge passage 164, is determined to be below a predeter-

mined pressure.

As discussed above, the air inlets 82 of the intake silencer

80 are disposed on the side of the silencer 80 facing the

crankcase cover 180; thus, air will flow in the space 266

between the intake silencer 80 and the crankcase cover

member 180. This flow of air will have a cooling effect on

the electrical components mounted to the crankcase cover

180 between the cover and the intake silencer 80.

The arrangement of the electrical components and oil

filter 170 on the front side of the crankcase cover 180

facilitates a decrease in the width of the outboard motor 20.

Additionally, ease of access to the oil filter 170 is provided.

Still further, since the various electrical components are

located relatively close to one another, the need for extensive

wiring to supply both power and grounding to such com-

ponents is reduced. Accordingly, the engine compartment

enclosed within the cowling 32 has a somewhat cleaner look

and more organized arrangement.

With next reference to FIGS. 11 and 13, an oil level gauge

assembly 270 is provided for determining the level of oil in

the oil pan 152. A gauge mount 272 is preferably formed on

a side of the cylinder block 60 and the assembly 272 is held

reciprocatably disposed in each cylinder bore and adapted to

drive a substantially vertically-oriented crankshaft disposed

in the crankcase, each cylinder bank having a cylinder head

attached thereto, the cylinder head having at least one intake

s port formed therethrough and opening into an associated

cylinder bore, an electrical ground wire disposed on the

crankcase, a forward side of the crankcase being defined

opposite the cylinder head, an electronic control unit, an

electrical relay box, an electrical fuse box and a rectifier

10 regulator all being disposed on the front side of the crank-

case and having components that are grounded to the

crankcase, the induction system comprising an intake

silencer and a plurality of runners extending from the intake

silencer to each of the intake ports, the intake silencer

15 positioned forwardly of the crankcase.

2. An outboard motor as in claim 1, wherein a starter

motor is disposed on the front surface of the crankcase, and

components of the starter motor are grounded to the crank-

case.

20 3. An outboard motor as in claim 1, wherein the intake

silencer has an air inlet opening, and the inlet opening opens

toward the crankcase, and the electronic control unit is

disposed between the inlet opening and the crankcase.

4. An outboard motor as in claim 1, wherein an oil filter

in place by a bolt 274 and flange 276 that engage the gauge
25 m0UQt fe disposed on me fronl surface of the crankcase

mount 272. An oil level gauge guide pipe 278 extends from 5 M outboard motor as in daim i
(
wherein the runners

the flange into the oil pan 152. An oil level gauge 280 is
of the induction system extend along bolh sides of the

inserted into the guide pipe 278 and effectively plugs the engme>
pipe 278 during normal operation. To determine the oil level

fi A watercraft comprising an outboard motor and a

within the oil pan 150, the oil level gauge 280 can be
3Q batterVj the outboard motor mounted onto a transom of the

removed and read in a conventional manner.
watercraft and comprising an internal combustion engine

An oil drain pump 282 is illustrated in FIG. 13 and is ^ ^ induction system for providing air to a combustion

adapted to empty the oil pan 152 when desired in order to chamber of the engine, the engine comprising a substantially

change the engine oil. A connector 284 of the drain pump vertical crankshaft at least partially enclosed within a

282 is adapted to engage a proximal end 286 of the level 3S crankcase, an intake silencer of the induction system posi-

gauge guide pipe 278 when the level gauge 280 has been

removed from the pipe 278. With the drain pump 282

connected to the guide pipe 278, the drain pump 282 can

pump oil through the guide pipe 278 to remove oil from the

oil pan 152.

Although this invention has been disclosed in the context

of a certain preferred embodiment, it will be understood by

those skilled in the art that the present invention extends

beyond the specifically disclosed embodiment to other alter-

native embodiments and/or uses of the invention and obvi-

ous modifications and equivalents thereof. In addition, while

a number of aspects of the invention have been shown and

described in detail, other modifications, which are within the

scope of this invention, will be readily apparent to those of

skill in the art based upon this disclosure. It is also contem- 50

plated that various combinations or subcombinations of the

specific features and aspects of the embodiments may be

made and still fall within the scope of the invention.

tioned forwardly of a front side of the crankcase, an elec-

trical grounding line extending from the battery to the front

side of the crankcase, and at least one electrical component

is positioned between the crankcase and the intake silencer,

40 the at least one electrical component being electrically

grounded to the front side of the crankcase.

7. A watercraft as in claim 6, wherein the at least one

electrical component is selected from the group consisting of

an electronic control unit, an electrical relay box, an elec-

45 trical fuse box, an electrical rectifier regulator and an oil

pressure alarm switch.

8. A watercraft as in claim 7, wherein at least one of the

electrical components is mounted on the front side of the

crankcase.

9. A watercraft as in claim 8, wherein the intake silencer

has an inlet, and the inlet opens toward the crankcase.

10.Awatercraft as in claim 5, wherein the front side of the

crankcase has an oil filter mount.

11. A watercraft as in claim 10, wherein the oil filterAccordingly, it should be understood that various features

and aspects of the disclosed embodiments can be combined 55 mount is positioned vertically lower than the induction

with or substituted for one another in order to form varying system.

modes of the disclosed invention. Thus, it is intended that 12. A watercraft as in claim 10, wherein the oil filter

the scope of the present invention herein disclosed should mount is inclined generally upwardly,

not be limited by the particular disclosed embodiments 13. A watercraft as in claim 12, wherein the oil filter

described above, but should be determined only by a fair 60 mount comprises a receiver portion extending outwardly

reading of the claims that follow. from a lower portion of the mount.

What is claimed is: 14. An outboard motor comprising an internal combustion

1. An outboard motor comprising a four-stroke engine and engine and an induction system enclosed within a cowling,

an induction system, the engine having a first bank of the engine having an engine body defining at least one

cylinders and a second bank of cylinders arranged generally 65 combustion chamber and a crankcase, the crankcase at least

in a "V" formation, each cylinder bank defining a plurality partially enclosing a substantially vertically-oriented crank-

of cylinder bores communicating with a crankcase, a piston shaft therein, the engine body having a front end on a side
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substantially opposite the at least one combustion chamber,

at least a portion of the induction system disposed forwardly

of the front end of the engine body, at least one electrical

component being disposed between the front end of the

engine body and the portion of the induction system dis-

posed forwardly of the engine body, an electrical ground

wire electrically communicating with the front end of the

engine body, and the at least one electrical component is

electrically grounded to the front end of the engine body.

15. Ad outboard motor as in claim 14, wherein the at least

one electrical component is selected from the group con-

sisting of an electronic control unit, an electrical relay box,

an electrical fuse box, an electrical rectifier regulator and an

oil pressure alarm switch,

16. An outboard motor as in claim 14, wherein at least one

of the electrical components is mounted on the front side of

the engine body.

17. An outboard motor as in claim 14, wherein an air inlet

of the induction system opens toward the front end of the

engine body.

18. An outboard motor as in claim 14, wherein the front

of the engine body comprises a crankcase cover.

19. An outboard motor as in claim 18, wherein at least one

of the electrical components is mounted on the crankcase

cover.

20. An outboard motor as in claim 14, wherein the engine

body defines at least one cylinder bore having a piston

movably disposed therein.

21. An outboard motor as in claim 20, wherein the engine

includes a first bank of cylinders and a second bank of

cylinders arranged generally in a "V" formation.

22. An outboard motor as in claim 21, wherein the engine

operates in accordance with a four-stroke combustion prin-

ciple.

23. An outboard motor as in claim 22, wherein the

induction system comprises an intake silencer and a plurality

of intake pipes, and the intake silencer is at least partially

positioned forwardly of the front end of the engine body and

the intake pipes extend from the intake silencer along

opposing sides of the engine body.

24. An outboard motor as in claim 23, wherein an oil filter

mount is disposed on the front side of the engine body.

25. An outboard motor as in claim 24, wherein the oil

filter mount is vertically lower than the intake silencer.

26. An outboard motor as in claim 14, wherein the front

of the engine body comprises a crankcase cover and the

engine body defines at least one cylinder bore having a

cylinder movably disposed therein, and the engine operates

in accordance with a four-stroke combustion principle.

27. An outboard motor as in claim 26, wherein a breather

chamber is defined on a rear-facing side of the crankcase

cover, and the breather chamber defines a labyrinthine path

from an inlet to an outlet.

28. An outboard motor as in claim 27, wherein the outlet

extends through the crankcase cover, and a breather pipe

connects the outlet to the induction system.

>0,847 Bl
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29. An outboard motor comprising a power head having

an engine generally enclosed within a cowling, the engine

comprising a substantially vertical crankshaft at least par-

tially enclosed within a crankcase, an electrical ground wire

5 electrically communicating with a front side of the

crankcase, and at least one electrical component disposed

within the cowling and being electrically grounded to the

front side of the crankcase.

30. The outboard motor of claim 29, wherein the front

10 side of the crankcase comprises a crankcase cover.

31. The outboard motor of claim 30, wherein the electrical

ground wire is directly connected to the crankcase cover.

32. The outboard motor of claim 30, wherein the crank-

case cover additionally comprises a breather chamber com-

15 municating with an interior of the crankcase and adapted to

separate entrained oil from air flowing therethrough.

33. The outboard motor of claim 32, wherein the breather

chamber comprises at least one baffle.

34. The outboard motor of claim 30, wherein the at least

20 one electrical component is mounted directly onto the crank-

case cover.

35. The outboard motor of claim 29, wherein an oil filter

mount is arranged on a front side of the crankcase, and a

hydraulic pressure alarm switch is disposed adjacent the oil

25 filter mount.

36. The outboard motor of claim 29, wherein an electronic

control unit, a rectifier regulator, and a electrical relay box

are mounted on and electrically grounded to the front side of

the crankcase.

30 37. The outboard motor of claim 36 additionally com-

prising an intake silencer arranged forwardly of the front

side of the crankcase and within the cowling, and the

electronic control unit, rectifier regulator, and electrical

relay box are disposed between the crankcase and the intake

35 silencer.

38. An outboard motor comprising an internal combustion

engine and an induction system enclosed within a cowling,

the engine having an engine body defining a first bank of

cylinders, a second bank of cylinders, and a crankcase, the

40 cylinder banks arranged generally in a "V" formation, the

crankcase at least partially enclosing a substantially

vertically-oriented crankshaft therein, the induction system

comprising an intake silencer and a plurality of intake pipes,

the intake silencer at least partially positioned forwardly of

45 a front end of the engine body, the intake pipes extending

from the intake silencer along opposing sides of the engine

body, an oil filter mount being disposed on the front side of

the engine body and generally lower than the intake silencer,

and at least one electrical component is disposed between

50 the front end of the engine body and the intake silencer.

39. The outboard motor of claim 38, wherein a breather

chamber is defined on the front end of the engine body and

communicating with the crankcase, and the breather cham-

ber defines a labyrinthine path from an inlet to an outlet.

55
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